**CARMEN – Co-operative for the Advancement of Research through a Medieval European Network**

**Annual Meeting, 6th-9th September 2012**

*Central European University, Budapest*

Nádor utca 9

*The main CEU buildings are along Nádor utca (street) between Arany János and Zrínyi cross-streets. Nádor 9 is at the junction of Zrínyi and Nádor streets.*

**Thursday, 6 September**

18:00-19:00: Meeting of the CARMEN Executive Committee at the Alexandra café, Andrassy ut 39

From 18:00: Informal meetings of other working groups (self-organised)

**Friday, 7 September**

09:00-10:30: Registration at CEU, Nádor utca 9, 2nd floor, in front of the Popper Room

Coffee/Tea

10:30-12:30: Nádor utca 9, Popper Room

Welcome

Katalin Szende (Head of the Department of Medieval Studies at CEU),

*Medieval Studies in Hungary and at CEU*

Simon Forde (Executive Director, CARMEN)

*CARMEN: Its Aims – Successes – Opportunities*

Rüdiger Klein (convenor of EASH [the European Alliance for the Social Sciences and Humanities], and Executive Director of ALLEA [the European Federation of National Academies of Sciences and Humanities])

*Humanities and Horizon 2020: The Place of the Humanities and Opportunities for Medievalists in the Next Generation of European Research Funding*

12:30-14:00: Buffet lunch

14.00-16.00: Nádor utca 9, Popper Room

**Globalisation in Medieval Studies:**

*Panel discussion followed by an open discussion*

16.00-16.30: Coffee / tea

16.30-18.00: **Open meetings** (can be followed by informal meetings in cafes near the restaurant for the evening meal), including the following:

- Nádor utca 9, room 308: *Meeting of the Forum for National Associations*
- Nádor utca 9, room 608: *CARMEN Graduate School meeting*
• Rooms tba: Meetings of active projects

19:00: Dinner at Central Bistro & Bar, 1051 Budapest, Nádor utca 13 (http://www.centralbistro.hu/)

Saturday, 8 September

Nádor utca 9, Popper room
09:00-09:30: János László (Institutes of Psychology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences & of the University of Pécs; member of the COST Domain Committee for Individuals, Societies, Cultures and Health (DC-ISCH))

Presenting the COST ‘Individuals, Societies, Cultures and Health’ Domain

09:30-10:00: Charlotte Fiala (EU Liaison Office in Brussels, Freie Universität Berlin)

The Future of the Marie Curie Programme for the Professional Development of Doctoral Researchers

10:00-10:30: Coffee / tea and preparation of the market place (Nádor utca 13, ground floor)

Nádor utca 13, ground floor
10:30-12:30: Market Place (presentation of members’ activities in informal stall-setting)

12:30-14:00: Buffet lunch

14:00-15:30: Workshops for prospective projects, I (abstracts available from April; further ideas and projects to be collected until July) – further details on the CARMEN website – http://www.carmen-medieval.net/events-meetings/:

• Nádor utca 9, room 308: Investing in a European Past in a Globalised World (Felicitas Schmieder)
• Nádor utca 9, room 508: Nature (Alasdair Ross and Gerhard Jaritz)
• Nádor utca 9, room 608: Courts (Jitske Jasperse)

15:30-16:00: Coffee / tea

16:00-17:30: Workshops for prospective projects, II (abstracts available from April; further ideas and projects to be collected until July) – further details on the CARMEN website – http://www.carmen-medieval.net/events-meetings/:

• Nádor utca 9, room 308: Cultural Encounters (Kateřina Horničková)
• Nádor utca 9, room 508: The Languages of Medieval Europe: Interactions Across the Spoken and Written Word (Elizabeth Tyler)
• Nádor utca 9, room 608: Cities (Pam King)

Nádor utca 9, Popper room
17:45-18:00: Closing words

18:00: Free time and optional opportunity for groups to meet in a café en route to the evening dinner, to continue discussions started during the afternoon
19:00: Dinner at **Serci Restaurant**, 1053 Budapest, Veres Pálné utca 7  
(http://www.serclietterem.hu/etlap)

**Sunday, 9 September**

09:00-12:00: Optional Tour - *Getting to Know Medieval Budapest and Today’s Budapest*.  
Possibility for a guided tour through the city (castle, cathedrals, synagogue, etc.)  
Meeting place: CEU, Nádor utca 9